
Stormwater Buffer Zone Narrative 
 

Animation should include:  

 

Buttons on a sidebar for: 

-skip intro/guided tour 

-replay intro 

-light rain, moderate rain, heavy rain, flood condition 

-maintenance, both removal and vactoring 

 

Animations of: 

-each weather scenario (light rain, moderate rain, heavy rain, flood) 

The light, moderate, and heavy rain raises the water level to the first, second, and third 

filtration levels respectively. The flood condition should illustrate the bypass system. 

-bag and tent filters in isolation, each dealing with each weather scenario. 

-maintenance, including removal of bag filter, vactor truck hose vacuuming sediment with 

sweeping of hose along bottom of catch basin while sediment visibly diminishes. 

 

In addition, rolling the mouse cursor over a discrete component should highlight it, with a text 

description of the component appearing in a box in the upper-right corner. 

 

Intro: 

 

Pan over tent-and-bag assembly (Make the tent transparent so the bag is visible) rotating in 

front of monochrome (probably light gray) background. 

 

(Audio Voiceover) The Stormwater Buffer Zone is a catch basin insert designed to filter 

sediments and gross pollutants from incoming stormwater. The system consists of two parts: 

 

Have tent and bag separate from each other vertically (with transparency on tent disappearing), 

and then move to each side of the screen. 

 

Each part is a filter system in its own right, consisting of increasingly porous grades of filter in 

an upward direction. 

 

Have descriptions of porosities (i.e. pore size, % flow rate) and arrows pointing to each discrete 

filter portion appear starting from bottom of each filter upward. 

 

When used in conjunction, the bag  

 

Highlight bag filter 

 

(cont’d) serves as a preliminary filter and a brake on the incoming water’s kinetic energy in order 

to prevent the re-suspension of solids on the bottom of the catch basin, while the tent 

 

Highlight tent filter 



 

(cont’d) serves to retain sediments and gross pollutants within the catch basin. 

 

Installation is simple and requires no tools. 

 

Fade in cross-section of catch basin, illustrate installation process, presumably slightly 

folded/rolled up tent assembly being lowered in, and then folded out/expanded through whatever 

mechanism to fit against the wall of the catch basin, then show bag filter being lowered in.  

 

When in operation, the different filter layers ensure the retention of solids below a certain size 

while allowing for bypass. 

 

Illustrate low, medium, and high flows, with dirt and debris accumulating on the bottom. Then 

show flood condition with water flowing over tops of filters. 

 

Each component may be used independently 

 

Fade out bag, and illustrate low, medium, high and flooding flows, with corresponding levels of 

filtration; then fade out tent and fade in bag, with low, medium, high and flooding flows. 

 

Quick and routine maintenance consists of removing the bag, and upending it.  

 

Show person lifting bag out of the catch basin, and then placing it on the ground and upending 

it, with the dirt and debris tumbling out. 

 

A more thorough maintenance of the catch basin itself will simply require the use of a vactor 

truck. 

 

With tarp still installed but bag removed, illustrate hose dropping into catch basin and 

vacuuming up dirt. Include sweeping motion to vacuum all edges of floor. 

 

Throughout the entire demonstration, dirt will be steadily accumulating from all instances in 

which it would happen, and so the dirt on the bottom should be the sum of the dirt from every 

demonstration so far (i.e. it should be rather deep). 

 

Thank you for watching this guided tour of the Stormwater Buffer Zone. Please take time to 

manipulate this presentation at your leisure. 

 

 

 

 

 


